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CHAPl'ER I 
JUSTIFICATION OF THE S'IUDY 
For several years the writer of this study, as a teacher ot 
commercial English and Secretarial Practice, has been detply interested 
in the kinds of errors in grammar and sentence structure which have 
been made by the members of her classes. The frequency with 141 ich 
certain errors such as ttstringy and run-on sentencestt and loose 
sentences containing many dangling modifiers have occurred has like• 
' ' 
wise been forced upon her attention. The frequency with which certain 
types ot errors occur and recur has led to the question: Are these 
types of errors ones which are oh~cteristio of high school pupils 
in general? 1'hese questions then arise. Cannot these errors be 
diagnosed?' Will not this diagnosis eliminate the element ot guessing 
and furnish specific objectives toward which to strive? cannot 
rem.edi~ work be so planned and directed that tea~hers ·of Eng.t ish 
may concentrate upon the correction or elimination of errors which by 
' . 
sc~ent11'ic analysis have been ~ound to be comm:>n'l In other m:>rds, 
cannot ~.become, in fact, functional? Of egµal interest 
have been recent educational trends such as the use of scientific 
methods in an attempt to discover essentials in effective teaching of 
English composition and gremnar and, the development oi' standardized 
2 
tests which are given for diagnostic and remedial pu:rposes 
and for objective measurement of what has been taught. 
There has been an atteiqpt to do these things. Standardized 
scales have been used and frequency of error as measured . . 
by them has been found. There is, however, a lack of 
reliability in results and a lack of utility of effort. 
' . 
Although studies have been made in developing standardized . . 
tests there have been few ma.de in analyzing frequency and types 
' 1 
of errors in free writing. The writer was unable to find 
any dealing with the work of junior high school children. 
The present study)Vas largely actuated by the desire 
of'. the writer to ascertain the status of junior high school 
pupils in the types and frequency of er:r.vr in grammar and 
sentence structure. 




So :far as the writer has been able . to discover only 
two studies simi~ar to the one propo~ed .by her have ~een 
made. The Journal of Administration and Supervision i'or 
January, 1929 gave an ann~ncement of a aon1ewhat s:lmilar 
study, a language experiment, which was being carried . on in 
the research department oi' ~he Winnetka, Illinois achoo~ 
system. The study has been discontinued f'or the present, 
1 
however, because of the inadequacy of the test employed. 
Boberta La.Brant Green has recently.cOIJi>leted a similar 
study which deals with types and frequency of error made in 
free writing by selec~ed superior high school boys ( I. Q. 
~O - 137) oi' the Country _Day Hi~ School, St• Louis, Missouri, 
-. ~ ,, 
and by certain students in the Unive~sity of Kansas. The 
following is a brief' SUllllJl8%'y' of' Mt-a. Green's findings. 
I 
Predominating errors made by both groups, boys of' the 
.. 
Country Day High School, st. Louis, Missouri, aid certain 
, .. 
students oi' the University of Kansas, in their free writing 
l. Inf'ormation was obtained through correspondence with 
Uabel Vogel Morphett, Director ·or Research, Winnetka 
lUblic Schools, Winnetka, Illinois~ 
4 
were: 
(l} Faulty connectives. 
(2) Obscure reference of pronoun 
... 
( 3) Misplaced modifiers. 
Divisions 1 and 2 comprise 54 to 44 per cent of errors made 
. by superior students in grades 9 - 12, and froin 32 to 40 
per cent of those made by ~he university students. 
II 
There was no narked variation from year to year in the 
relative frequency of appearance of' types of errors in the 
writing of college freshmen, college juniors and seniors, or 
the Country Day School group• 
III 
Percentage of unclassified errors for superior students 
( I. Q. 119 - 137 ) is markedly higher than for unselected 
University students. Unclassified errors for superior students 
( I. Q. 122 - 137 ) co~rise from 11 to 22 per cent of all 
... 
errors made, for university students from 4. 2 to 4. 8 per 
cent• 
IV 
Would or should plus the infinitive for simple past, 
accurred more frequently in the free writing of the university 
students than in the free writing of the superior group. 
v 
Errors which occurred with least frequency in the 
writing of all three groups were: 
(1) Double negatives. 
(2) Use of adjective for adverb. 
(3) Wrong case of pronoun. 
(4) Omission ot pronouns or prepositions. 
VI 
Unselected university freshmen and upperclassmen make 
practically the same number of errors in composition as do 
ninth grade students of I. Q. UO - 122 and twice as many 
as do twelfth grade students of I. Q.. 110 - 122, and 
123 - 13'1, if those whose writing here studiel may be con-
sidered typical.. 
VII 
Upperclassmen in college write little better than do 





~e purp".>ses of' thi~ s~dy are: 
< l > , To di soover the frequency o:r error m srammar and 
; sentence structure in the free conposition vo rk of junior 
\ 
high school pupils of Holton, Kansas, and of Lawrence, 
Kansas. 
(2) To analyze and classify these errors according to a 
"· .,. l. 
list assembled from a detailed analysis of minimum 
2 
essentials stated in various standardized tests in 
English composition~ 
(3) To ascertain the frequency- of' errors made in the 
tw~ t~sts, the Pressey-Conkling Diagnostic Tests, Form 3, 
' . 
and the Ginsberg and Inglis English Essentials Tests, 
Eighth Grade, Beta. 
6 
(4) To canpare frequency of error in ~ee writing with fre-
quency on tests to ascertain the correspondence between them. 
(5) To compare the results of this study.with the results of 
Mrs. Green' a study of' superior high school boys Of the Country 
Day School .. and certain students of' the University of Xalisas, 
· l. See Page. 10, 
2. ~e·s~ey.;..conkling Diagnostic Tests, Form 3 




METHOD OF SECURING DA.TA 
The data for this study were secured during the second 
semester of school between February 23 and March 3, 1928, 
__ , 
from grades seven, eight and nine of the Holton, Kansas 
- . 
Public Schools and from the same grades of the Lawrence, Kansas 
Public Schools. 
Compositions which had been written as class projects 
··-
in English were secured. In the Lawrence Junior High School, 
· the pupils had been given a choice of the following subjects: 
How I should _Like to Spend M.v' Vacation, .An Interesting Relative, 
' -
' ' 
and A Childhood Experience. - In the Bolton J'unior High School, 
the subject was, -How I spent MiY-vacati.on. ·The motivation of 
the composition was a discussion of the advisability of a year-
round school te~ 
Records from standardized English tests were also obtained 
from both schools. In the Holton Schools, Form 3, Grades 7 - 12 
. ~ ~~ 
ot the Pressey-Conkling Diagnostic English Composition Tests -
",.,-~, .... ... 
Grammar and Sentence Structure, had been given on February 23, 
1928. In the Lawrence Schools, the Ginsberg and Inglis:. English 
Essentials Tests, Eighth Grade - Beta, had been given near the 
middle of Januarr, 1928' 
For the stuay compositions from all pupils who had 
taken'one or the other 01' the two tests were used. The 
total number remaining after necessary eliminations becaise 
of any inconplete results trom the tests was 348, of which 
123 were seventh grade students, 132 were eighth grade, and 
93 were ninth grade. 
e 
9 
NUMBER OF BOYS AND Gnu:B BY GRADES m THE 
- . 
JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS OF HOL'IDN, KANSAS, 
. . . ~ ' .. 
LAWRENCE, KANSAS, AND OF 'IEE '.IWO SCHOOLS 
COMBlNED 
Grades Holton High School Lawrence J'unior High Combined 
~unior High School 
Girls Boys. Girls Boys Totals 
Seventh 16 19 50 38 123 
Eighth 22 19 37 54 132 
Ninth 35 20 21 1'1 93 
Totals '13 38 108 109 348 
- ' 
CHAP!'.ER V 
CLASSIFICATION OF ERROR 
The following classification of error was used in 
1 
this study. It was developed by Mrs. Green from an 
analysis of the items included as minimmn essentials in 
the Wisconsin Tests of Grammatical Correctness and the 
Pressey-Conkling Diagnostic Tests in English Composition, 
Grammar and Sentence Structure 411 
1. Faulty Connectives 
2. Dependent Element Used Independently 
3. Obscure Reference 01' Pronoun 
4. Misplaced ~difiers 
5. Dangling Modifiers 
6. La.ck ot Agreement of Verb and Subject 
7. Lack of .Agreement of Pronoun and Antecedent 
8. Wrong case ot Pronoun or Noun 
9. Incorrect Tense Form. 
10. Incorrect Seqµ.ence of Tense 
10 
11. Would or Should Plus the Infinitive for the Simple Past 
12. Use of Adjective tor Adverb 
13. Contusion of Form from Similar! ty of Sound and Meaning 
14. Omission of Pronoun or Preposition 
15. Double Negatives 
16. Unclassified Errors 
l. Mrs. Roberta Green: Master's Th$s1s, University of Kansas, 1928~ 
ll 
Errors made in the free writing of the 348 junior high 
school pupils of Bolton and of Lawrence, Kansas were tabulated 
according to Table II. The total frequency of error for each 
grade was found. The number nade by the boys and by the girls 
separately in each of the three grades was also determined. 
The percentages for each type of error were found and the rank 
for that type determined. 
12 
CHAPTER VI 
PRESENTATION OF DAT.A 
TABLE II 
FREQ,UENCY AND PERCENTAGES OF ERRORS MA.DE 
m COMPOSITIONS OF 123 SEVENTH GRADE PUPILS 
OF HOLTON AND OF LA.WHENCE, KANSAS 
Type of Errors Frequency Percentages 
Bank 
1. . Faul~ Connectives 2 173 23.5 
" 
2. Dependent Element Used Independently. a 29 3.9 
3. Obscure Reterence of Pronoun .1 178 24.2 
4. Mi!I!laeed Modifiers .9. 27 3.'1 
5. Dangli!!S,Modifiers .7 39 5.3 
6. Lack of Agreement of Verb and Sub~ect 13 ., .9 
'· Lack of .Agreement of Pronoun and 14 6 .a .Antecedent 
.!!· Wro!!S Case of Pronoun and Noun 15.5 2 .3 
.. -... Incorrect 'l'ense Form 4 50 e.e 
.. 
10. Incorrect Seg,uenoe of Tense 5.5. 45 .6.l 
11. Would - Should for Simple Past 10 22 3.0 
- -
12. Use Ad~eoti ve for Adverb . 12 10 1.3 
13. Confusion of For.m. from Similar! ty of 3 81 ll.O 
Sound and Meaning 
14. Omission of Pronoun or Pre~oaition 5.5 45 e.1 
15. Double Nel!!tives 15.5 2 .3 
16. Unclassified 11 20 2.'I 
Total 16 '/36 99.9 
TABLE III 
FREQ,UENCY AND PERCENTAGES OF EBROR MADE 
IN COMPOSITIONS OF 66 SEVENTH GRADE 
GIRLS OF HOLTON AND OF LAWRENCE, KANSAS 
Type of Error Bank lfregµency 
l. .ltaulty Connectives 2 . 89 
2. Dependent Element Used Independently 8 11 
3 •. Obscure Reference of Pronoun l 104 
4. Misplaced Modifiers .6 1'7 
5. D~ing Modifiers 5 19 
6. Lack of ;Agl;eement or Verb and Subject. 9 6 
4 
7. Le.ck of Agreement of Pronoun and ll 4 
.Antecedent 
a·. Wrong Case of Pronoun and Noun 12 .2 
., 
9. Incorrect 'l'enae Form 4 27 ~· 
10. Incorrect Sequence of Tense 4 27 
ll. Would - Should for Simple Past 10 5 
12. Use Adjeoti ve for Adverb . 11 4 
13. Confusion of Fom. from Similarity 3 35 
01' Sound . and Meanins 
14. Omission of Pronoun or Preposition 4 . 27 
16. Double Negatives 13 1 
16. Unclassified 7 16 





















FREQUENCY .AND PERCENJ.1AGES OF ERRO.fiS 
MADE IN COO>OSITIONS OF 57 SEVENTH 
GRADE BOYS OF HOLTON .AND OF LA.VlREa'fCE, 
KANSAS 
Type of Error Rank 
1 •. l?'aultl Oonnectives l 
·~ .~ 
2. De~endent Element Used Ind~endentlz ., 
3. Obscure Reterenoe of' Pronoun 2 
4. Mia2laced Modifiers 10 
5. Dangl.ing Mldif iers 5 
6. Laok of Agreement of Verb and Subject 14.5 
'7. Lack of .Agreement of Pronoun and 13 
Antecedent 
a. Wrong Case of Pronoun. and Nolin 16 
9. Incorrect Tense .l!'orm 4 
10. Incorrect Sequence of Tense ,7 
ll. Would • Should for S1mPle Past 9 
12. Use Adjective for Adverb ll 
13. Confusion of' Fonn f'rom Similarity ot 3 
Sound , and Meanias 
14. Omission 'ot Pronoun or Pre~osition. 7 
15. Double Nesatives 11.5 























BANKING OF THE STX.TEEN DIFFERENT 'IYPES OF ERRORS 
MADE BY SEVENTH GRADE PUPILS. SEPARATE RANKING 
' -· 
IS GIVEN FOR THE TOT.AL GROUP .AND FOR OOYS. AND GIRLS 
Type of Errors Boye Girls Total 
1. Faulty Connectives i 2 2 
2. Dependent Element Used Indepen- ., 8 8 
dently 
3. Obscure Reference ot Pronoun 2 1 1 
4. Misplaced l&:>dif iers 10 6 9 
5. Dangling 1&>dif iers 5 5 7 
6. Agreement of Verb and Subject 14.5 9 13 
"'· Agreement of Pronoun and 13 11 14 Antecedent 
a. Wrong Case· of Pronoun and Noun 16 12 15.5 
9. Tense Form 4 4 4 
10. Sequence of Tense 7 4 5.5 
ll. Would- Should for SilqPle Past 9 10 10 
12. Adjective for Adverb . 11 11 12 
13. Contusion ot Fom from Similar- 3 3 3 
i ty of Sound and Meaning 
14. Omission of Pronoun or Preposi- 7 4 6.5 
tion 
15. Double Negatives 14.5 13 15.5 
16. Unclaas:i.tied 12 7 11 
Total 16 16 16 
16 
-:t'able II shows that the total frequency ot errors ma.de by the 
123 seventh grade pupils was 736. '11he largest frequency of error 
occurred in the item, obscure reference of pronouns. Of these there 
were 178, which is 24.2 per cent of the conplete number of errors 
made by the entire grade. The mst common fault resulted from a 
seeming carelessness in the use of the word..!!• 1Nords, phrases, 
and clauses were ref erred to indiscriminately. 'l'he personal. pro-
nouns J!! and .!!!! caused moat of the other errors in this group, 
(obscure reference of pronoun.) 
Next in frequency, were errors classified under i'aul ty 
connectives. These totaled 173, just five less than the number 
of errors in type 3, obscure reference of pronouns. '11his per-
centage ia 23.5. The. tendency to write stringy and run-
on sentences which resulted in errors classified as faulty con-
nectives was conspicuous. Two of the shorter seventh grade 
compositions were each composed entirely of a single long, involved 
sentence. Olause after clause with little or no thought con-
nection and separated only by commas followed one another. Thus 
the canposition eonsisted of a number of independent and dependent 
clauses incorrectly suffixed to each other into a one sentence 
whole. 
'l'he third most frequent type of error was in confusion of form 
from similarity of sound and meaning. Of these there were 81, 
or 11 per cent of the total number of errt>rs• ~'he most cozmnon 
17 
confusions were in the use of~ and their; t.!2,1 ~and _12; 
and J:.2.1 with the meaning of many. 
takes occurred again and again. 
On many of the papers these mis-
Mistakes in tense form totaled 50, which constituted &.a 
per cent of the entire nunlber of errors. 
Lack of agreement between pronoun and antecedent and lack 
of agreement between subject and predicate was intreqµent. Of 
the former only 6 errors, amounting to .a per cent, occurred. 
Of the latter only 7 errors, amounting to .9 per cent occurred • 
.l!irrors due to double negatives and to ·incorrect case of pronoun 
were almost negligible. Only two mistakes of each type were 
made, giving each a frequency of .3 per cent. 
In the di?ision termed unclassified, the errors which were 
mst frequent are illustrated by the following quotations: 
We collected up our crowd. We met up with trouble. It 
looked like rain so we started home. I andmy parents ~tarted out 
i'or the cwntry early in the morning. These three kinds 01' errors, 
the superfluous use of the adverb in such expressions as collected 
up,~ for as if, and the position of I in a compound subject, 
predominated in the group listed as unclassified. 
Table III gives the frequency m d percentage of error made 
by the 66 seventh grade girls of Holton and Lawrence. Table IV 
-'" 
shows the frequenoy and percentage of error nade by the 57 seventh 
grade boys of the two junior high schools. Of the 736 errors Dllde, 
394 ot them. were made by the girls, 5. 98 ei'ror per girl; and 
342 were made by the boys, 6 error per boy. 
In TE&ble V the ranking of the types of error made by the 
v1hole seventh grade, the girls of that grade, and the boys of 
the grade are given. Type 3, obscure reference or pronoun, 
18 
ranked first for both the girls and the total grOtq>, but second 
for the boys. Type 1, faulty connections, which ranked first :tor 
the boys, was of second rank for the other groups. Item 131 
coni'usion or form, ranked third end itam 9, incorrect tense 
form, ranked fourth for all three groups. The ooys mde no 
errors of the eighth type, wrong case of pronoun and noun; the 
girls made two. The use ot double negatives once {rank 13) for the 
" ~"' 
girls and once (rank 12) for boys showed that this type of error 
occurred seldom. Two girls wrote oomposi tions in which none of 
the tabulated errors occurred. The total number of words written 
by the girls, as shown in Table VIII which follows was 9145 and by 
the boys 6959. The average number of words written by the former 
was 138.57 and by the latter 122.os. This shows 16 .49 zoore words 
used by the girls. The errors per hundred words wr1 tten .are about 
the same, 4.17 for the girls and 4.9 for the boys. 
TABIE VI 
TYPES OF ERRORS MEASURED BY ~ PBESSEY-CONKLING 
. .. ... .. 
ENGLISH COMPOSITION TF.ST, FORM 3, GRADE 'l-12, 
GRAMMAR AND SENTENCE STROCTORE AND THE GINSBERG 
AND mGLIS ENGLISH F.BSENTI.ALS TEST,. GBAni'a .:. '!lETA. 
' - t •. ~ 
POSSIBLE FREQPENCY OF ERRORS FOR EACH TYPE AND 
WEIGHT.ED FREQUENCY. 
Possible No. Amt. of 
Types ot Error 
1. Faulty Oonnecti ves 
2. Dependent Elem.ant Used Indel'endently 
3. . Osscure Reference of Pronoun 
4. :Misplaced Abdif iers 
... 
5. Dangling ll.bditiers 
5. Aeeement .ot Verb and Subject 
7. Aeeement ot Pronoun and .Antecedent 
a. . .Wrong Case ot Pronoun and Noun 
.. 
9. Tense Form 
' ~ 
lO. Sequence ot Tense 
ll. Would•Should ·for S:f;n!Ple Past 
l2• Adjective for Adverb 
13. Coni'usion of Fom. from Similarity of 
Sound -and Meaning 
14. Omission of ,Pronoun or Prep~si tion 
15. Double Negatives 
, .. 
16. Unclassified 





















Total 89 ea.el 
69 divided by 14 • 6.36 Index of Pos. tor any certain type of error to occur. 
20 
TABLE VII 
RANK, FREQUENCY, WEIGB'mD FREQJENCY, AND PERCENTAGE 
OF ERROR MADE IN TESTS OF 123 SEVENTH GRADE PUPII.S 
OF HOLTON AND OF LAWRENCE, KANSAS 
Weighted 
Types ot Error Bank Frequency Frequenc,-
l. Fault,- Connectives 5 249 132 
2. Dependent Element Used Independ- 3 134 142 
entlz 
3. Obscure Reference of Pronoun 6 83 129 
4. M!s~laoed ~difiers ll 60. 94 
. . 
5. Dmyaing Modifiers a 94 119 
--
.. 
6 • . Agreement of Verb and Su~ject 9 134 106 
7. .Agreement-of.Pronoun and Ante- 4 88 13'7 
cadent 
a •. Wrong.Case ot Pronoun and Noun l 207 188 
9• . Tense Form 7 324 120 
10. SeSJ!:!ence of Tense 
ll. Would-Should for . Simt?le Past 
12. Adjective tor Adverb 2 76 161 
13. Confusion of Form from Similarity 10 141 100 
ot Sound and Mean;ng 
14. Omission ot Pronoun or Preposi- 13 11 '10 
tion 
15. Double Negatives 14 ll .23 
16. Unclassified 12 '11 75 



















RANKING OF.TEE DIFFERENT TYPES OF ERIDR MADE IN FREE 
vraiTmG .AND ON T.EsTs.. ·BANKING m :rtRE.E WRITING BASED 
... ,· ·-
ON FREQOENCY OF OCCURRENCE. TEST RANKING IS BASED 
. ... . -. . . 
ON WEIGHTED FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE . ( SEE TABLES 
VI AND vII~)' 
21 
Types of Error Free Writing 
~ Bank 
1. Faultz Connectives 2 
. a •. De~endent Element Used Inde~endent~ 8 
."'; .... 
3~ Obscure Reference of Pronoun l. 
4. Mis~laced ~dif'iers 9 
5. Dan~li!!S }4)d1f iers ,, 
.. 
6. Agreement of Verb and SubJect 13 
"'· .yreeme)lt of Pronoun and Antecedent 14 
a. Wroy uase or Pronoun and Noun 15.5 
9. Tense Form 4 
10. Sequence of Tense 5.5 
ll. Would-Should for S~le Past 10 
12. Ad~ective for Adverb .. 12 
.. 
13. Confusion of :For.m from Similarity of Sound and 3 
Meani!!S 
14. · Omission of Pronoun or Prel'!osi tion 5.5 
15. · DOuble NeS!ti ves 15.5 
. ":·..,, 



















'l1ables VI and VII show the combined results from the Pressey-
Conkling Diagnostic English Composition Test - Grammar and Sentence 
' . 
Structure - J!'ol.'m 3;· Grades 'l - 12, given to the Holton Junior 
High School pupils and the Ginsberg - Inglis English EssentieJ.s 
Test, Eighth Grade - Beta; given to the Lawrence Junior liigh 
' . 
School pupils. 'l'est 1 tems were analy'zed and each 1 tem, on a 
basis of possible occurrence, was tabulated according to the 
l 
classification used in the analysis of error in free writing. 
Colunm 2 (Possible Number of Error) in Ta.U&e VI gives the results 
- -ot the tabulation. In type 1, faulty connectives, twelve 
opportunities for response were offered, In type 21 dependent 
elements used independently, six opportunities were possible; 
for type 3, obscure ref(:lrence of pronoun, four opportunities 
were possible, etc., for the different items in colunm 2 of table 
VI. Types 10 and 11 were not masured by the tests. The 
greatest opportunity for error occurred in type 9, incorrect tense 
form and the least possibility for error occurred in type 14, 
omission of pronoun or preposition, In the first case there were 
seventeen opportunities: in the second there was only one. In order 
to make the. frequency of error on the tests comparable to those in 
tree writing, a weighting of the types of error was made upon the 
basis of ~ossibility of occurrence. The total possible errors 
in the 14 types found in the tests were 89. .An index of possibility 
(6.36) f'or the occurrence of any certain type of error in the classi-
1. See Classification, Oolunm. l, Tables VI and VII. 
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fication was found by dividing 14 into 89. Column 3; Table VI, . 
~ 
gives the amount of weighting ne<iessary tor re-evaluation of the 
14 -cypea appearing in the tests. Colunm 4, Table VI, gives the 
weighted values for each type of error. 
1l'able VII, Column 21 gives the actual occurrence of 
error on the tests of the seventh grade pupils. In item 1 1 
"faulty connectives, there was an actual frequency of 249 made on 
the twelve possibilities of error~ On item 14, there was a 
frequency of eleven errors nade on a basis of one possible error.· 
Applying the weighting technique use in 'l'able VI, weighted 
frequencies were obtained and the percentages of error for 
each ty:pe were found on this weighted frequency. 'l'hese per-
centages were then oolll!>arable to those found in the :tree writing. 
Jtor cype l, the actual frequency, 249 was multiplied by .35 (am:>unt 
ot weighting - colunm 3, Table VI.) The weighted frequency ob-
tained was 132. 1J!he same process was used for each type in the 
classification and the actual frequency was converted into a 
weighted freqJ.lenoy. 
11he total weighted frequency .of error for the seventh grade 
was 1596. Types 10 and 11 of' Table VI and VII are not masured 
" ,,_ ,. ... 
by these two tests. Of the other types, wrong case of prono~ 
ranked f'irst in order of fre<Dlency of error; l.l.78 per cent of the 
errors which occurred in the tests were. of' this type. Adjectives 
used f'or adverbs with a total of 161 errors or 10.08 per cent, 
cans second in rank of frequency. In item 2 1 dependent elements 
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uaell independently, 142 errors were made. '.i'his is a.a9 per cent 
of the total freqµ ency. Lack of agreement of pronoun and ante-
cedent end faulty connectives each furnished respectively e.58 
and e.2'! par cent or al.l errors measured by the test. Jrewest errors 
mde on the teats belong to items fifteen, fourteen and sixteen, 
double negatives (1.44 per cent), omission of pronoun or prepo-
sition (4:.32 per ~ent) and unol~ssified errors (4.70 per cent}. 
The percentage ot error included in these items was l0.46. 'l!here 
was one perfect test score end two other test papers had just 
one error each. All. three high scores were made by girls, 
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TABLE IX 
NUMBER OF POPILS, FREQUENCY OF ERROR IN FBEE WRITll'{G9 
rorAt ·worms VIRrTTEN, · EBRo:Rs PER :PuPiL~ wo:RDs PER· 
. ' . 
PUPIL AlID ERROR P.ER HUNDRED \VOBDS WRITTEN BY TEE 
• 4 ~ ~ _, ' - • • • •• ... ... • • •,. • •• ~ ... 1 
SEV&f.rli GRADE PUPILS OF HOLTON AND OF LAWRENCE, 
KANSAS 
Girls Boys 
Number of Pupils ·66 . 57 
Freqµency of Errors 394 342 
Total Number of Words in Con:q>osi tion 9145 6959 
Errors Made per Pupil 5.98 6 
Words Viri tten per Pupil 138.57 122.oe 









F.BEQ,UE.NOY AD.VD PERCENTAGE OF ERRORS MADE IN 
COMPOSITIONS OF 132 EIGHTH GRADE PUPILS OF 





De~endent Elements Used Ina.~endent!z 
-· Obscure Heference of Pronoun 
. Mis~laced Modifiers 
Dans11as l't>ditiers 
~ .. 
Agreement oi' Verb and SubJeot 
\ ... 
Agreement of Pronoun and Ant~cedent 
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Rank Frequency Per cent 
1 328 32.6 
5.5 65 6.4 
2 148. 14.7 
10 34 3.4 
5.5 65 6.4' 
14.5 3. .3 
14.5 3 .3 
a. Wrong Casa or Pronoun or Noun · 12 9 .9 
9. .Tense .a·orm 8 46 4.6 
10. Se~enoe of Tense 3. 116 ll.6 
ll. Would-Should for Simple Past g 37. 3.7 
12. Adjectives tor Adverbs 13 .a .a 
13. Cmnfusion of Form from Similarity of ~nd 4 72 7.l 
and .Meani!!S 
-· 
14. Omission of Pronoun or PreEosition 7 46 .. 4.6 
15. Double Nesatives 16 2 .2. 
'" 
16~ Unclassified 11 . 25 2.5 . 
Total 16 1005 100.1 
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TABLE XI 
FREQ,UENCY AND PERCENTAGE OF ERROBS MADE Ilf CUliPOSITION 
oF 59 EIGH'm GRADE GIRLS ·OF THE itiN!oR.mGH.ScHooLS 
~ - ~ . " . . . 
OF HOLTON AND OF LAWRENCE, KANSAS 
Types of Error Rank, Freqµenoy 
l. FaulEz: Gonneotives l 124 
·-< 
2. Dependent l!ilements Used Independently 4 34. 
3. Obscure Reference of Pronoun .2 63 
4. Mi~laced Modifiers 10 13 
5. D!!!Sl:i!!S Modifiers 5.5 30 
.. 
6. Agreement of Verb and Subjeet 16 0 
7. Agreement of Pronoun and Antecedent 14.5 2 
a. WroBS Case of Pronoun or Noun 12 4 
9. Tense Form 9 15 
10. Se!ll!ence of Tense 3 44 
11. Would-should for S!nmle Past 7 25 
12. AdJecti ves f'or Adverbs 12 4 
13. Confusion of' :if·orm from Similarity of Sound 5.5 30 
and Meani!!S 
14. Omission of Pronoun or PreJ2osition 8 21 
15. Dou&!;e Nesatives 14.5 2 
''· 16. Unclassified 12 a 





















FREQUENCY AND PERCENTAGE OF ERRORS MADE IN CCMPOSITION 
.. 
OF 73 l!iIGI:iTH GRADE BOYS OF THE JUNIOR BIGH SCHOO~ 
OF HOL~'Ol'i AND OF LAWRENCE, KANSAS 
Types of Error Rank Freqµ ency Per Cent 
l. Faulty Oonneetiv~s l 204: 24.'1 
2. ·Dependent lUeimnts. Used Irui8Jlendentl1. 6.5 31 5.3 
3. Obscure Reference of Pronoun 2 85 14.5 
4• Mis~laced Modii'iers 9 21 3.6 
5. D'!J!Sli:QS Modifiers 5 . 35 5.~ 
e. AEeem.ent of Verb and BubJect 14 3 .5 
"· Agreement of Pronoun and .Antecedent 15 1 .2 
a. \~troas Case of Pronoun or Noun 12 5 .g 
9. . l'ense .ltonn. 6,5 31 5.2 
10. Sem!ence oi' rrenae 3 72 12.2 
ll. Would-Should tor Sin!?le Past ll 12 .. 2~q 
12. Adjectives for Adverbs 13 4 .7 
'" 
13. Confusion of i'orm. from Similarity of Sound 4 42 7.1 
and Meaniag 
14. Omission of Pronoun or Prel!osition 8 25 4.3 
15. Dou~e l-leBati ves 16 0 .... 0 
., 
16. Unclassified 10. 17 2.9 
Total 588 ioo.o 
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TABLE XIII 
.HANKING oi· Tl':IE SIX.T.EEN DIFFERENT TYPES OF ERROR 
MADE BY TEE EIGHTH GRADE PUPILS. SEPARATE RAN.KING 
IS GIV.l!li FOR TEE TOTAL GROUP AND FOR BOYS AND 
FOR GIBLS. 
TY.Pes or Error Tot at Girls Boys 
1. . Faul]z Connectives l l l 
2. Dependent El~ments Used Independentlz 5.5 4 ~~5 
3. Obscure Reference of Pronoun 2 2 2 
4. MiaI?,laced Modifiers 10 10 9 
"' 
5. Dan_g!i~ Modifiers 5.5 5.5 5 
6. !sreement of Verb and SubJect 14.5 16 14 
"· AEeement of Pronoun and Antecedent 14.5 14.5 15 
'8. Wroas Case of Pronoun or Noun 12 12.5 12 
9. Tense Form. a 9 6 •. 5 
10. Se~uence of ·Tense 3 3 3 
ll. Would-Should tor Simple Past .9 7 1l:. 
12. Ad~ectives for.4.dverbs 13 12.5 13 
13. Confusion ot l!'orm from Similarity ot Sound and 4 5.5 4 
. Meani;ng 
14. Omission of Pronq,un or PreRosition 7 a a -
15. Double Negatives 16 14.5 16 
16. Unclassified ll 11 10 
Total 16 16 16 
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Table X shows the frequency and percentages of error 
made in the compositions of the eighth grade pupils of the 
two junior high schools studies. The total number of errors 
made was 1005. Ot these 328 or 32.6 per cent were made in 
the use of faulty connectives. The second greatest frequency 
ot error fell in type 3, obscure reference of pronouns. ~l:here 
were 148 of these, amounting to 14.7 per cent of the total. 
In type 10, incorrect sequence of tense, 11.6 per cant of the 
errors tell. Fewest difficulties were offered by divisions 6, 
7, and 15. i1hese totaled respectively ·.3 per cen1l for lack 
ot agreement of verb and subject, .3 per cent for lack of 
agreement of pronoun and antecedent, and .2 per cent f'or 
double negatives. 
In Tables XI and XII; the respective frequency and per-
centage Of error are g1 Ven fo·r the 59 eighth grade girls Of 
the two junior high schools and of the·73 eighth grade boys. 
Of' the 1005 errors occurring, 419 were made by the girls, 
7.1 error per girl, and 588 by the boys, a.05 per boy. 
Table XIII gives the number of mistakes made b7 eighth 
grade pupils of both junior high schools according to rank. 
Faulty connectives were the greatest source of' difficulty and 
ranked first. Obscure reference of pronoun was second in 
rank. Incorrect sequence of teBSe was third. Jror the bo7s, 
confusion of form f'rom similarity' of sound or meaning was 
. fourth and for the girls, dependent elements used independently. 
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Dangling modifiers ranked fifth for the boys, and ranked 
five and a half for the girls. Omission of pronoun and 
preposition was eighth in rank tor ~oth. Double negatives 
caused no errors for the boys and just two for the girls, 
while agreement of verb and subject caused none dfor the 
girls and three for. the boys. There were no eighth grade 
compositions entirely free from the mistakes considered. 
~1he total nwnber of words written was 249479. ,Of these 
14,452 were used by the 59 girls and 14,017 by the 73 
boys. This gives an average of 177.32 words per girl and 
192 per boy with tour errors per hundred words for the 
latter. The boys each used 14,68 more words than the 
girls with practically the same number of mis~ak:es. 
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TABLE XIV 
RANKING, FREQUENCY, .AND PERCENTAGE OF EBBOR 
MADE.ON THE.TESTS OF 132 :E1GH.Tli·GRAi>E PuPILs 
. ~ . ~ - . 
OF '11flE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS OF HOLTON AND 
. . 
OF LAWRENCE, KANS.AS 
Weighted 
Types of Error Bank Frequency 
1. Fault7 Connectives 7.5 112 
a. DeEen.dent ~laments Used Ind!!?endentJ:l 11 98 
3. Obscure Reference of Pronoun 5 136 
4. .Mi!J.?laced Moditiers 9 109 
5. Dang.lil!S ~difiers 4 140 
6. Lack of .Agreement of Verb and SubJect 6 126. 
~ 
7. Lack of !:Eeement of' Pronoun and Antecedent 2 157 
~ 
a. Wrong Case of Pronoun or Noun 3 155 
9. Incorrect Tense FolE. 10 105 
10. Incorrect Se~ence of Tense 
ll. Would-Should tor Simple Past 
12. Use of AdJective for Adverb 1 174 
13. Confusion of .E"om i'rom Similarity of sound '7.5 112 
or Meani!!S 
14. Omission of Pronoun or Pre~osition 13 38 
15. Double Negatives 14 17 
16. Unclassified Errors 12 68 



















TYPES OF ERROR OF GBEATEST FREQUENCY: TEE TYPES RANICTNG 
FROM l TO 4 ARE GIVEN FOR TEE SEVENTH GBADE m FREE WRITJliG 
AND ON TFSTS .AlID FOR TEE EIGHTH GRADE m ]'REE WRITING 




























TYPES OF ERROR OF I&ST FREQ)JENCY : THE TH.BEE LOWEST RANKS ARE 
GIVEN ll'OR ~:rH GRADE m FREE WRITil~G AND TESTS AND FOR TliE 

















Free Writing Test 
Eighth Grade 













Types or Error 
Faulty Connectives . 
Dependent Elements Used Independently 
·Obscure Reference of Pronouns 
Dangling Modifie:rs 
Lack of .Agreement of Verb and Sl.lbject 
Lack· of Agreemnt of Pronoun and Antecedent 
Wrong Case of Pronoun or Noun 
Incorrect Tense Form 
Incorrect Sequence of Tense 
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"Number Types of Error 
12. Use of AO.jective for Adverb 
13. Contusion of Fom from Similarity of Sound 
or Meaning 
14. Omission of Pronoun or Preposition 
15. Double Negatives 
16. Uncl.assified Errors 
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In Table XIV, the analysis of test results tor the eighth 
grade is given. The total weighted fregµeney of error was 
1547. The greatest number ot errors, 174, was nade in type 12, 
adjectives used for adverbs. Tb.is aDDunted to ll.24 per cent 
of the total fregµency lJ&de by the 132 eighth grade pupils on the 
tests. Next in order ot rank were: type ? , lack ot agre~nt 
between pronoun and antecedent, 157 errors, 10.14 per cent; type 
8 1 Wl'Ong case of pronoun or noun, 155 errors, 10.0l per cent; 
type 51 dangling modifiers, 140 errors, 9.05 per cent. The 
fewest mistakes were made in item 15, double negatives and in 
type 14, the omission of pronouns or prepositions. These two 
types of error occurred only 55 times. The percentage for 
type 15, double negatives was 1.10 and for type 14, omission 
of pronoun or preposition was 2.45, One girl and tbree boys 
had perfect test scores and one girl and three boys made one 
error each on their tests. 
TABLE XVII 
NUMBER OF POPIIB, FRE®ENCY OF ERROR IN FREE 
, . 
WRITING , TOT.AL WORDS WRITTEN, ERROR PER RIPIL, 
WORDS PER PUPIL AND ERROR PER HUNDRED VIOBDS 
WRITTEN BY TEE EIGHTH GRADE PUPILS OF IDLTON, 
AND OF LAWRENCE, KANSAS 
Girls 
Number of Pupils 59 
Frequency of Errors 419 
Total Words in Composition 10462 
Errors. Per Pupil 7.1 
Words Written per Pupil . 1'77 .32 










FREQUENCY AND. PERCENTAGE OF ERBOR MADE m 
COMR)SITIONS OF 93 NINm GRADE PUPILS 
Types of Error Frequency 
l. Faulty Connectives ]. ll4 
2. Dependent Element Used Inde~endently 4. . 27 
'" 
3. Obscure Reference of Pronoun 3 48 
4 • Misplaced Modifier 9 16. 
5. . Danea~ M6aitier .6 23 
.. ..... 
6. .Agreement of Verb and Subject 11 9 
7. .Agreement of Pronoun and .Ant~cedent 12 ., 
a. Wrons Case ot Pronoun or Noun 16 2 
9~ Tense Form· 5 26 
10. Sequen<::e of Tense a 1'1 
n. Would-Should.· tor Simple Past 10 10 
12. Adjective for Adverb 13.5 4 
13. Contusion ot ]'orm from Similarity of 
Sound and Meaning 2 60 
14. Omission of Pronoun or Preposition 7 20 
15. Double Negatives 15 3 






















FREQUENCY AND PERCENTAGE OF EBROR MADE 
m COMPOSITIONS OF 56 NINTH GRADE GIBLS 
38 
Types ot Error Frequency Per Cent 
1. Faulty Connectives 
2. Dependent Element Used Independently 
3. Obscure Reference of Pronoun 
4. Misplaced Modii'ier 
..... 
5. Da.ngling Modifier 
-
6~ Agreement of Verb end Subject 
.. ... ,,. 
"!. .Agreement of Pronoun and Antecedent 
9. Tense Form 
10. Sequence ot Tense 
ll. Would-Should f'or Sin!J2le Past 
12~ Adjective for Adverb 
13. Confusion ot Form from Similarity of 
Sound and Meaning 
14. Omission of Pronoun or Preposition 
15. Double Negatives 
16. Unclassified 
Total 
1 84 . 51.'1 
5 17 
.3 51 ll.6 
,,, .5 12 
4 18 
12.5 2 .a 
10 6 2.2 
14.5 1 .4 
6.5 13 
9 8 
12.5 2 .a 
2 42 15~8 
6.5 15 




lf.f{gQ,t.JENGY AND F.!IBCENTAGE OF ERROR MADE 
IN CO:tv.fl?OSITIONS OF 37 NINTH GRADE BOYS 
Types of Error Frequency 
l. Faulty Connectives 1 30 
2. . De12endent Element Used Independently 5 10 
.. 
3. Obscure Reference ot Pronoun 3 . 17 
4. Misplaced Modifier 9.5 . . 4 
5. Dansl;i~ Modifier e 5 
6. Agreement of Verb and Subject:. 6.5 ., 
7. Agreement of Pronoun and Antecedent 15 1 
e. Wron,g Case at Pronoun or Noun . 15 1 
9. Tense ~·orm. 4 14 
10. Sequence ot Tense 9.5 4 
ll. Would-Should for Simple Past l2 2 
-
12. Adjeetive for Adverb l2 2 
13. Confusion ot .1ronn fran Similarity ot 
Sound and Meaning 2 18 
14. Omission of Pronoun or Pre2osition 6.5 ., 
15. DoUCi.e Negatives 12 2 
16. Unclassified 15 1 






















OF ERROR MADE IN FREE WRITING· BY SEVENTH 
. . , 
GRADE PBPILS. SEP.ABATE RANKING IS GIVEN . 
FOR ~ TOTAL GROUP AND FOR OOYS AND FOR 
GIRLS. 
Types ot Error Both Girls Boys 
1. Faulty Gonneatives l 1 1 
2. DeE~nderit ~lament Used IndeJ?endently 4 5 5 
~ 
3. Obscure Reference of Pronoun 3 3 3 
4. lUSJ2laced Modifier 9 7.5 9o5 
5. Dangling Modifier 6 4 a 
...... , 
a. .yreement of Verb and Subject 11 12~5 6.5 
"!. .Agreement of Pronoun and Antecedent 12 10 15 
a. Wrong Case of Pronoun or Iioun 16' 14.5 15 
.-
9. Tense Form 5 7.5 4 
10. Sequence of. Tense . B 6.5 9o5 
ll. Would-Should for Simple Past. 10 9 12 
,... .. 
12. Adjective for Adverb 13.5 12.5 12 
13. Confusion of Form from Similarity of 
Sound and Meaning 2 2 .. 2 
14. Omission ot Pronoun or Preposition 7 6.5 6.5 
15. Double .Negatives 11 11.5 l2 
16. Unclassified 13.5 ll 15 
Total 16 16 16 
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'11able XVI gives the trequenoy and percentage of error ~de 
in th~ conpositions of the 93 ninth grade pupils. Of the total, 
-· 
which amounted to 390, tJ:pe 1, faulty comectives caused 114 
errors. This number was 29.2 per cent ot all errors made. Type 
- 121 confusion of form fran similarity oi' sound or meaning was 
responsible for 60 erl'Ors, or 15.4 per cent. Next highest in 
frequency was obscure reference of pronoun. The number of errors 
was 48 and the per cent was 12.3. Fewest errors occurred in type 
a, .wrong case of pronouns or nouns. i~ere were only two of these. 
Item 15, double negatives came next with only three errors. ~'he 
adjective for adverb group and the unclassified group tied with 
a total of four errors each or only one per cent. 
Table XVII gives the data for the 56 ninth grade girls and 
Table XVIII gives them for the 37 ninth grade boys. i'he girls 
made 265 ~stakes and the boys mde 125. Item. l, f'aul ty connectives 
ranked .first in frequency ot o~ourrence, Second in rank was item 13, 
confusion of f'oxm fran similarity of form and meaning, and third 
in rank was item 3, obscure reference of pronoun. Dangling m::>dii'iers, 
item 5, which ranked fourth for the girls was of eighth rank tor 
the boys; and item 10, incorrect sequence.of tense which ranked 
four for the boys was of rank seven and one-half' for the girls. Item 
2, dependent element used independently was ot fifth rank tor each. 
The types occurring least often in the tree writing of the girls 
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were items 6 and 12, lack of agreement of verb and aubject 
and adjectives used for adverbs, twice each, and items 8 and 
15, wrong case of pronoun or noun and double negatives, once 
each. 1n 'tlie boy&' compositions, the double negatives appeared 
twice. Two times an adjective was used for an adverb and twice 
the type 11, would-should plus the infinitive took the place of 
the simple past. Only one case ot the unclassified group appeared. 
Thia was the~ for ~ error. Only once each did items 
a and 7, wrong case of pronoun and lack of agreement of pronoun 
with the antecedent occur. One ninth grade girl and one boy each 
had.J. no errors in COlt\POSi tions and four girls and two boys had 
just one error each. 
The total number of words written by the 93 members of the 
class was divided as follows: 9,581 by the 56 girls and 5 1 141 
by the 37 boys. 'l1he girls averaged 171 words and 4.7 errors per 
pupil. ~he boys nade 3.4 error per boy and wrote 139 words each. 
~the giris though averaging 32 more words each made only .3 more 
error per hundred words. 
TABLE .XXII 
AVERA.GE NUMBrm OF ERRORS PER POPIL AND AVERAGE NUMBER 
O.l!' WORDS Il'i COMPOSITION PER PUPIL AND NUMBER OF ID\ROBS 
PER HU.ND.HKD WORDS WRITTEN - NDJ-nl GRADE 
Girls 
Number of Pujils 56 
Frequenoy of Errors 265 
Total Number of Words in Composition 9581 
Average Number of' Errors Per 11.tpil 4.7 
Average Number of Words in Compos! tion Per Pupil 1'11 








RANK AND PERCENTAGE OF ERROBS MADE m FREE WRITING 
BY THIRTY NINTH GRADE BOYS OF I. Q. 110-137 m ST. LOUIS 
COUNT.HY DAY SCHOOL AND NINETY THREE UliSELECTED NINTH GRADE 
PUPILS OF HOL'!'ON AND LAWRENCE, KANSAS g». g fg· r tC tC 
(J) CD (J) (J) . ti ..... ti ti' .... (1) ..... 
0 0 0 0 
ti c+ ti c+ 
(J) CD co s:l.t co p. 
~ G 
Type of Error Bank Bank Per· Per 
Cent Cent 
1. Faultl Connectives l' l 32.41 29.~ 
.2. Dependent Elements Used for Independent 10.5 4 2.75 '1.0 
3. Obscure reference of Eronouns 2 3 12.41 12.3 
4. Misplaced Modi.tier 6 9 6.87 4.l 
5. Dangli!!S Modifier 5 6 a.27 5.9 
. ... 
6. ~remnant· or Verb and b'llb~ect 10.5 ll 2.75 2.3 
'1. .Agreement of Pronoun and Antecedent a.5 12 3.44 i.e 
s. Wro!!S Case Pronoun 14 l6 0 .5 
' -. 
9. Tense !~orm a.5 5 3.44 6.7 
10. SeQHence of Tense 'I 8 5.51 4.3 
ll. Would-Should Used f'or SimPle Past 12.5 10 l.37 2.6 
. ... ~ . "" 
12. AdJeotive for Adverb 14 13.5 0 1.0 
~ ... -
13. Contusion of B'orm ~rom Similarity ot Sound or 3 2 10.34 15.4 
Meaning 
.. 
14. Omission of' Pronoun or Prel?oai tion 12.5 '1 l.37 5.1 
15. DOuble Nesati ve 14 15 0 .a 
, .. 
16. Unelassif'ied 4 13.5 a.96 l.O 
.. 
Totals 16 16 99.71 ioo.o 
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Table XXI gives the rank, and the percentage of error made 
in the free writing of thirty superior ninth grade boys ( 1. Q,. 
1 
110 - 13"/) at .:St. Louis, Missouri, Country Day School and 
93 unaele~ted pupils in the ninth grade at Holton and at Lawrence, 
Kansas. Eor both the superior boys and the unselected group, 
item 1, faulty connectives ranked first. The percentage for 
the first group was 32.4 and for the second, 29.2. Items 
3 and 13, obscure reference of pronouns and confusion of form 
from similarity of scnnd or meaning were of second and third 
ranks for the two groups. The fo~r ranked second for the 
superior group and third for the unselected group and the 
latter third for the superior group and second for the unselected. 
J.rourth in rank for the superior boys was the type of error termed 
unclassified. Eor the unselected gnlup, this type of error 
ranked 13.5. 01' all errors made by the first group, superior 
·'' 
boys, 8.96 per cent fell in this class, while only one per cent 
of errors made by the second group were of this type. In the 
compositions of the unselected group, the use of dependent elements 
for independent comprised seven per cent of all errors (with a 
rank of 4} while only 2.75 per cent of the errors (with a rank 
of 10.5) ~de by the superior beys belonged in thi~ classification. 
Three tY,pes of error did not occur in the free writing of the 
superior group. These were items a, 12, 15, (Table XX), wrong 
case of pronoun or noun, the use or adjectives.for adverbs, and 
l. See page 6. 
double negatives. In the free writing of the unseleot6d 
group there was a very negligible occurrence of these types; 
only the use of adjeotivea for adverbs equaled as much as 
one per cent. 
It would seem that it these results may be considered 
typical for the two groups of ninth grade pupils, superior 
·boys make fewer kinds of errors. than do unselected ninth 
grade pupils but that the frequency of the error mde is about 
the same for both. Faulty connectives, obscure reference of 
:pronoun and confusion of form from similarity of sound and 
meaning which were high in frequency and ranked relatively 
the same for the two groups are types of error which are . 
prevalent in the free writing of ninth grade children, supe~ior 
and unselected. Stringy and run-on sentences and oonnna-splioe 
characterize the free writing of both superior and unselected 
ninth grade children. lbst of the faulty connectives seem to 
be due to a lack of sentence feeling or a recognition of clause 
unity. Loose, stringy sentences seem to result largely from 
careless mental habits. It would seem, therefore, that ninth 
grade pupils need encouragement and direction in the use of 
effective short simple sentences. Practice in the use.of 
concise, forceful simple sentences might help in developing 
a feeling of' clause unity and in overcoming a tendency toward 
loose thinking and writing. Type 13, confusion of form from 
a silililari ty of sound and meaning, which covers the use or 
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such words as .!.!! and ..!!!, .ll! and lay, ~ and ~. t~ 
and there, and the three words, _!2, two and ~ is another 
difficulty common to ninth grade pupils in :free writill8• 
.Again, if the results from the stuey of these superior 
boys and these unselected ninth grade children may be considered 
typical of such groups, the use_ of double negatives is not 
characteristic of the free writing of ninth grade children. Nor 
do ninth grade pupils to any extent use the adjective for the 
adverb. This type of error did not occur at all in the 
tree writing of the superior group and was evident but to a 
slight degree 1n the compositionB of the unselected group. The 
- misuse of ~ i'or surely was the only error of the kind which 
was common enough to be noticeabl.e. The infrequency 01' e~700r 
in . the misuse of; adjective for adverb might be explained in any 
one 01' several ways. First, ninth grade .children may confine 
themselves in free writing to the use of only those adverbs 
whose correct form is familiar to them. Second, their free 
writing may be of such a nature that the ne$d for any extensive 
use 01' adjectives end adverbs does not arise. Third, ninth 
grade children may not confuse the adverb form with that or the 
adjective. The third type of error which occurred infrequently 
in the free writing of ninth grade pupils, su;perior and unaeleoted, 
is the wrong ce.se ·or pronoun or noun. Difficulties with expressions 
such as "It is me," "He gave it to she and I" are not conmon 
in the i'ree writing of ninth grade pupils, seemingly because there is 
no opportunity tor such expressions in composition work. 
TABLE XXIV 
FREQUENCY .AND PERCENTAGE OF ERRORS MADE ON 
STANDARDIZED TESTS BY 93 NINTH GRADE POPILS 
OF HOLTON AND OF LAWRENCE, KANSAS 
Ty:pes of Er.ror Rank 
1 •. Faultz Connectives 11 
2. De~endent Elements Used for Inde~endent 9 
3. . Obscure Reference. oi Pronouns .8 
4. Misl!laced M:>dii'ier 6 
~· Dangliy MOdifier 5 
6. Agreement of Verb and SubJect 4 
7. .Agreement of Pronoun and .Antecedent 2 
a. Wrons Case Pronoun 3 
-
9. Tense Form. 13 
10. Sequence of Tense 
11. Would-Bhould Used for Simple Past 
...... r~ " 
12. AdJective for Adverb l 
13. Confusion of Fonn. from Similarity of Sound ,, 
.or Meaning 
14. Omission of' Pronoun or Prel?osition 10 
15. Double Ne~ative 14 





















Table XIII shows that the ninety three ninth grade pupils 
made 1488 errors in the standar~ized tests. Of this total, 
204, or 13.71 per cent, were nade in tn>e 12, the use of 
adjectives for adverbs. . Second in rank of frequency came 
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type 7, lack of agreement of pronoun and antecedent. The per-
centage of error amounted to l2.36. ·Next ca.im item a, wrong 
case of pronoun or noun with a percentage of error ot 10.34. 
The use of' double negatives, item 14, ca.used only .13 per cent 
of the errors. Incorrect tense form, item 91 was low in 
frequency of occurrence, 4.09 per cent and item 16, unclassified 
was but little higher, 4.43 per cent. The total percentage 
. of error i'or these three types was only a.e5. Five girls 
and five boys of this grade wrote perfect test papers, and one 
boy and one girl made only one error. 
High 
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TYPES OF ERROR OF GREATEST. FREQUENCY : TYPES RANKnm 
FROM l TO 4 ABE GIVEN Ill FREE WRITII'iG AND ON TESTS FOR 
. ' 
TEE SEVENTH, EIGHTH AND NINTH GRADE OF THE J"U.NIOR HIGH 
SCHOOL OF HOLTON .AND OF LAWRmCE, KANSAS 
Seventh Grade Eighth Grade Ninth 
Frequency- Free Test Free Test Free 
Bank Writing Writing Writing 
1 3 a l 12 l 
2 l 12 3 7 13 
3 l3 2 10 e 3 
4 9 7 13 5 2 







TYPES Oll' ERROR OF LEAST FREQ,UENCY : THE THRli:E LOWEST RANKS 
ARE .. G.rvEN ·. :iN FREE WRITING AiID. m TEsTs .. FOR 'TilE SEvENTH, 
... .. ' ' ,, ., ~- . . . ., . 
EIGHTH AND NINTH GB.A.DES OF TEE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS OF HOLTON, 
'' , 
.AND 0.Jf LAW£E:NCE, KANSAS 
I.Ow Seventh Grade Ei~th 
Frequency Free Test Free 
Rank Writing Writing 
Lowest 15 15 15 
Second Lowest a 14 6 
Third Lowest 7 16 7 











Dependent EJ.ament Used IndependentlY' 







Number Types of Error 
4. Misplaced Modifier 
5. Dangling Mlditier 
6. .Agreement of Verb and Subject 
7. .Agreement of Pronoun and .Antecedent 
a. Wrong Case of Pronoun or Noun 
9. Incorrect Tense Form 
10, Wrong Sequence of Tense 
ll. Would-Should for Sinq>le Past 
12. Adjective for Adverb 
13~ Confusion or Form from Similar! ty ot Sound and Meaning 
14. Omission of Pronoun or Preposition 
15. :Oouble Negative 
lt>. Unclassified Errors 
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TABLE XXVII . 
FREQUENCY AND PERCENTAGE OF ERROR MADE IN COMPOSITIONS 
OF 348 J1JIUOR HIGH SCHOOL POPILS OF ID L'l10N AND OF 
LAWREUCE, KAI~SAS 
Type oi' Error Rank Frequency 
1. Faul!z Conneatives l 615 
2~ DeJ?.endent .Element ~sed Independently B 121 
3. Obscure Reference of Pronoun 2 374 
4. Mi~laced Modifier 10 '77 
5. Dangl.iD,;S ~difier 6 12'1 
6 • Jjp::eement of Verb and Subject 14 19 
7. . .A_gre_elJ!Enl.t of .Pronoun and Antecedent 15 16 
e. WroB,S Case of .Pronoun or Noun 5 13 
.,.; 
9. Incorrect Tense Form ., 122 
10. Wroas se9!!ence of Tense 4 176 
11 •. Would-Should for SimPle Paet 11 69 
12. AdJ ecti ve for Adverb 13 22 
13. Coni'ua ion of . :E'orm from Similarity of Sound 3 213 
and Meaning 
14. Omission of Pronoun or Pre;eosition 9 lll 
., 
15. Double Ne~ati ve 16 7 
~ 
16. Unclassified Errors 12 49 





















RANK .AND PERCENTAGE OF EBRORS MADE m COMPOSITIOMS 
OF 348 JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL PUPILS 
Type ot Error . Rank Percentage 
7th 8th 9th 7th 8th 9th 
1. Faul~Connaatives 2 l l 23.5 32.6 29.2 
2. DeEendent li:lements for Inde~endent a 5.5 4 3.9 6.4 '7.0 
3. Obscure Reference of Pronoun l 2 3 24.2 14.7 12.3 
4. M~~laaed M:>dii'iers 9 )._Q__. 9 3.7 3.4 4.1 
5. DanglillS Moditiers '7 5.5 6 5.3 6.4 5.9 
6. !greeinent of Verb and SubJect 13 13.5 11 .9 .3 2.3 
" '. .Agre~ment of Pronoun and Antecedent 14 13.5 12 .a .3 l.JL_ 
a. wrong Case of ·Pronoun and Noun 15~5 ll 16 .3 .9 .5 
9. Tense Fom. 4 7.5 5 6.6 4.6 6.7 
10. Seg~~~.e of Tense 5.5. 3 8 6.1 n.a 4.3 
ll. Would-Shoul_d tor S~le Past 10 9 10 3.0 3.7 2.6 
. , .. , 
12. Adjeoti ve tor Adverb 12 12 13.5 1.3 .a l.o 
13. Contusion of E'onn. from Similarity 3 4 2 11.0 7.115o4 
ot sou~d . and .Meanias 
14. Omission of lT9.B...~ or Preposition 5.5 7.5 7. 6.1 4.6 5.1 
15. Double Nesa·ti ves 15.5 15 15 .3 .2 .a 
" 
16. Unclassified ll 10 13.5 2~7 2.5 l.o 




The types of errors which predominated in the free writing 
ot the junior high school pupils of Holton and 01' Lawrence, Kansas 
were: 
· (1) Faulty connectives. 
(2) Obscure reference of pronoun. 
f 3) · donf'usion of form from aimilari ty of round and meaning. 
In these classes, fell 56.39 per cent of' all errors mde by the 
entire junior high school group. 
Of all errors made by the seventh grade 58.7 per cent belonged 
to these three groups. Of those made by the eighth grade 54.4 per cent 
occurred in the types ot errors. Of those made by the ninth grade, 
56.9 per cent belonged to theetl( · grolll's• 
'rhe percentage of these predominating errors made by the 
ninth grade was just about equal to the average tor the three grades. 
That m.de by the eighth was slightly below and that by the seventh 
l 
was slightly above. 
1. This may be explained by the fact that in the particular shhoola 
studied there was in the ninth grade a high percentage of children 
who had not progre seed through the two lower grades in the same 
school but who had come in from rural schools. 
Another factor that might have entered into- the results is the type 
of composition used. All of the seventh grade compositions were 
written upon actual happenings or events in the lives oi'the indivi-
duals; many of the eighth and ninth grade papers were fictitious 
and had a facetious tone. 
It would seem from the increase made by the ninth grade 
pupils over the seventh and eighth grades in the percentages 
of the three predominating types or error that instead of 
improving they grow nDre careless. 
n 
The types of errors which occurred least frequently in 
the free writing of the junior high school pupils of the two 
systems studied were: 
(1) Double negatives. 
( 2) Wrong case or pronoun. 
{3l Lack of agreement of pronoun with antecedent. 
Only 1. 7 per cent of all errors made by the junior high school 
group fell in these three classes. 
Of the total errors made by the seventh grade, only 1.4 
per cent belonged to these three grQlps; ot those made by the 
eighth grade, only 1.4 per cent were of these groups; and of 
those nade by the ninth grade, only 3.1 per cent belonged to 
these groups. Both seventh end eighth grades fell below the 
average percentage of the entire junior high school but the 
1 
ninth almost doubled the average number. 
The error which brought up the average for the ninth grade 
was lack of agreement of pronoun and antecedent. 
1. The high percentage in the ninth grade may have been due to 
carelessness in writing rather than to a lack of lonwledge. 
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III 
The percentage of unclassified errors was relatively 




There was no great variation in rank in frequency for the 
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different types ot error through the three years. l'he relative 
frequency remained rather consistent. The smaller the frequency 
the most consistent the ranking through the three years. 
l. This seems to indicate that these junior high school pupils 
either do not use in their free writing the specific 'tl'Pes 
of expression which cause the errors included in this classi-
fication or that they have little difficulty in the correct 
use. ~1he errors which were included in the unclassified 
· division were: 
( 1) ~e superfluous ·use of the adverb in such 
expressions as "collected up." 
·( 2) Like for as if •. , .. 
(3) The posi tiOnOr .! in a Cam.Pound subject~ 
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TABLE XXIX 
RAN.KUrG m FREQJJENCY. FOR THE PID;OOiv.\INATING ERRORS 
MA.DE ll~ TEE FREE WRITING BY 348 SEVENTH, l!:IGHTH, 
'. 
AND NINTH GRADE PUPILS OF BOLTON AND OF LAWRENCE, 
KANSAS 
Rank in Frequency Grade Grade Grade 
7 a 9 
First Obscure Faulty 11·aulty 
~ef erence con- con-
of pronoun nections neat ions 
---
Second Faulty Obscure Confusion 
oonnec- Rei'erence of 
tions ot pronoun form 
ihird Confusion Lack of Obscure 
()f form sequence of reference 
tense ot 
pronoun 
Fourth Incorrect Confusion Dependent 
.·tense of elements 
i'orm form. used 
Indepen-
dently 
......... ,... ............. 
Obscure reference ot pronoun, the highest ranking error 
in the seventh grade dropped to second place in the eighth and 
to third in the ninth • 
.h'aulty connectives, the second ranking error in the seventh 
grade rose in the eighth grade to first rank and maintained the 
first rank in the ninth. 
Confusion of form from similarity· of sound and meaning, 
the third ranking error ·1n the seventh grade dropped to fourth 
in the eighth grade and l'O se to second in the ninth. 
v 
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i·he frequency- of error per hundred words written in the ninth 
grade was 1,8 erl'Ors, in the eighth was 6~941 and in the seventh 
was 4.57. This seems to indicate that if the grades studied are 
representative, the frequency or erxor per hundred words written 
tends to increase slightly in the eighth grade and to decrease in 
the ninth. 
VI 
'lwo types of error which predominated ~'. the free writing of 
unseleoted junior high school pupils of Holton, Kansas and of Lawrence, 
Kansas, also predominated in the free writing ot certain selected 
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superior boys ( 110 - 137 I. Q. ) of the Country Day High 
..... . - .... 
School, 5t. Louis, iiiissouri, and unselected freshmen and 
. ' 
upper-classmen of the University of Kansas. ~he types 
of error were (1) faulty connectives, (2) obscure reference 
or pronoun. Between 34 and 44 per cent ot' the errors mde 
by the superior high school boys were included in these t~es. 
Between 32 and 44 per cent ot' those made by university students 
were included in these types e.nd_between 41 and 48 per cent of 
those made by the unselected junior high school pupils ot' Lawrence, 
Kansas and of Holton, Kansas. The same kinds of error occurred 
but the percentages for the high school group were greater. Mis-
placed modifiers which ranked three in frequency in the compositions 
of the first two groups ranked ten in the third group compositions. 
VII 
The type of' error which occurred with least frequency in the 
free writing of the superior boys ( 110 - 137 I. Q,. ), the university 
~-· ,.. ... 
students, and the junior high school pupils was double negatives. 
Wrong ca~e of pronoun also occurred a sm.all number of times in the 
compositions of all the groups. 'l'he use of the adjective for 
adverb end the omission of pronouns or prepositions caused small 
percentages ot error for all three gn>ups. 
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VIII 
•1·he percentage of unelassified errors for superior bars 
is markedly higher than for either 01' the two unselected groups, 
university students, or junior high school pupils. Unclassified 
errors for superior students COlll.Prise from 11 to 22 per cent 
of all errors made, for university students from 4.2 to 4.8 per 
cent, and for junior high school pupils from 2.7 to 2.5 per cent. 
In frequency of error on the tests, seventh and eighth grades 
were similar. Upon six out 01' the fourteen points measured, the 
ranking was the same and on the remaining eight, the types either 
differed for the two grades by a half point or simply changed 
places in rank. 'l1he ninth grade results varied by as much as 
two or three points in rank. 
TABLE XXX 
T.Hl!i POSSIO.LE NUMBER OF MIS'I-.AKES FOR EACH TYPE 
O.tr ERHOR, Thill .lfREQ,UENCY 0]' OCCUllliEWCE .AND 
.WEIGHTED E'REQUENCY IN STANDARDIZED TESTS OF 
348 JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL PUPILS OF HOLTON AND 
, OF LA\'lRfSNCE, KANSAS 
Types of Error No. of 
?ossible 
~or 
1. :ti'aul ty Connectives 12 
2. DeJ2endent .15lement Used Inde;eendent!l ·. 6 
3. Obseu.re nef'erence of Pronoun 4 
4. Mi!l?laced Modifiers 4 
5. D~ling Modif iera 5 
6. Lack of ;Agreement of Verb and Subject a 
"· Lack of ~ream.ant of Pronoun and Antecedent 4 ~ 
a. Wro~ Case Pronoun or Noun 7 
., 
9. Incorrect '1.'el.!!!. lfo:rm 17 
10. Lack of ee~ence ot '.tense 
ll. Vlould-t:ihould for S:Jnple Past 
12. Ad~ective for Adverb 3 
13. Confusion of l!'orm. 9 
14. Omission of Pronoun or Pre~osition l 
15. Double N·egatives 3 
.. 
























PE.i:<OEl\f~'AGE 01!' EACH TY.PE OF ERROR MADE. BY 348 JUNIOR 
H!G.H. SCHOOL :PUPILS OE• LAYfBJ!lWE AlID OF HOL'I'Ol~, KANSAS 
ON b'~ WRITING AND IN STANDARDIZED •J:ESTS 
~rest .1rree Teat .l!'ree 
Types of Error Rank Writing Per- Writing 
liank oentage Per-
... _,.,......... .......... ............... ,, ..... _.......,.. ... o_entage ~ ,_- , ..  ___ ..................... ,..._ ............. 
1 .. Faul!l_ _C_gnnectives 9 1 6~76 28.83 
2. De.Jl~n<l~.!l~-:~l~sent Useq_ for IndeR~ndent 10 a 6.54 5.67 
3. Obscure _!l~J·-~~f'_.?ronoun 5 2 e.oa 17~ 
4. MiSJ?laoed Mo9-ifi~~.~ .. _ ..... -- 8 10 6.9J _____ , 3.61 
5. Dan£51:ins M9dif'~..;:_. 4 6 s.25 ~Y.L 
6. Lack of ~ee~t<._~f.~_11E§ Subject 6 14 7.91 .a~-
7. Lack of .~e~enl;-2t. Pronoun and .Antecedent 3 15 10.38 .75 
8. Wrong_..£!~e _2.,~-~~noun 2 5 10.77 .61 ·-
9. Incorr~~~~;!L. ___ 11 7 6.19 5.72 
10. Lack of Seg,"l~nce of Te]!..se 4 8.34 
~ 
11. Would-Shoul~_ft!:.~~~~~~J:>ast ll 3.23 
12. Ad~eotiv~ Adve~JL_ __ 1 13 ll.66 1.03 
13. Confusion ot Fom 7 3 7.02 9.98 
14. Omission of PrOJ!OUn or Preposition 13 9 3.98 5.20 
15 .. Double Negatives 14 16 .91 .32 
16. Unclassifi!~!.- 12 12 4~26 2.25 
-·~_, ....... , ....... #··--·~ ..,...__.,.,.., ............... 





The types of error· oecurring with least frequency.on the tests 
(1) Double negatives 
C 2) Omission of pronoun or preposition 
(3) Unclassified errors 
(4) Incorrect tense form 
.91 per cent 
3e98 per cent 
4.25 per cent 
6.19 per cent 
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· The total percentages of these four types of error amounted to 
16.34. 
The following are the percentages which occurred in the 
free writing ~or the four types of error occurring with least 
frequency on the tests: (Table XXVII) 
(1) Double neg~tivea .32 per cent 
(2) Omission of pronoun or preposition 5.20 per cent 
(3) Unclassified erxora · 2.25 per cent 
. (4) Incorrect tense 5.72 per cant 
The total percentages of these four types of error am:>Unted to 
13.49. 
i"he results on the tests indicate as do those in the tree 
writing that the use of dcnble negatives is not of frequent 
occurrence with junior high school children. Lack of' agreement 
of pronoun and antecedent ranked lIDlCh higher in the tests than 
in free writing which might indicate that junior high school 
children cannot easily detect the lack of agreement between 
pronoun and antecedent in the teats but that in free writing 
this error does not naturally occur. Wrong case of pronoun 
ranked higher in frequency on the tests than it did in the 
compositions but was not very signl:ficant. 
XII 
The same lack of' DBrked variation in relative frequency tor the 
different types of error was as evident on the tests as it was 
in the tree writing of the junior high school groups of Holton 
and of Lawrence, Kansas. 
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XIII 
The results of this study show that the correlation 
between the frequency with which certain types of error 
occur in free writing of Holton, and of Lawrence, Kansas 
Junior high school pupils and the accuracy with whi~h the 
same types ot error are recognized on standardized tests -
Pressey-Conkling Diagnostic Tests in English Composition, 
Grammar and Sentence Structure and The Ginsberg and Inglis 
English Essential.a Test .- is very alight. 
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TABLE XXXII 
NUMBER 0]' PUPILS, FREQUENCY OF ERROR Ilf FREE WRITING, 
, ' ~ " 
TOTAL NUMBER OF WORDS WRITTEN, ERROR PER PUPIL, WORDS 
PER PUPIL. AND .ERROR PER HUNDRED WORDS WRI'I'mN BY THE 
~ ' 
JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL PUPILS OF HOLTON AND OF LAWRENCE, 
KANSAS 
9th 8th 7th 
Pupils 93 132 123 
Errors (Composition) 265 1005 '136 
Words 14722 14479 16104 
Errors (Test) 1393 1603 1683 
Average Error (Composition) 2,85 '1.61 5.98 
Average Words 158~28 109,69 130.92 
Error per &.ndred Words i.ao 6~94 4.57 
Average Error (Test) 13.90 12.14 13.68 
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.APlJENDIX 
Samples of Standard Teats Used •. 
Pupil's Scor~ .... : .. :-················-~·-··-· 
ENGLISH ESSENTIALS TEST 
Eighth Grade-Beta· 
! . . lame •...•••............•....•..•...••.....•.....•........... : ............. '······································'···························· I . . 
I rooL .... -....................................................... Grade ... , ......................................... , ............. . 
()Wn •••••••••••••••••••• -.............................................. s~te ....................................... , ... · ........... ~ ...... . 
ge •••• ~ ••••••••••••••• ~---····························~·············:.. Date ............................................................... . 
PART-I. SPELLING, 25 POINTS 
In the following spaces, write the sentences which your teacher will dictate: 
............................................................... :. .................................................................................................................................................................................................. . 
..................... ~~--------·-·---~------·-·-·····-······--·---.: ...... ~ ...... • .............. "" ............................ • ................................ o1 .................................................................. ... 
.............................. ':" ............................................................................................................................................................................... ;. ................... ~ ............................. .. 
.......................................... ~ .. -·-·····-·······---·-···-~·:·-······· .. ··········-··································-··-······-............... ., . 
...................................... " .................................................. _ ..................................................................................................................... . 
Devised and Copyrighted by , 
·Nl!IE GINSBERG and REWEY BELLE INGLIS 
1927 
UNIVERSITY PRINTING Co. 
315 14th Ave. S. E7 Minneapolis, Minn. 
4. ··················-·········"·····-·······~·-····-······-···;··········-··-··········-~---··········································· 
·5. ··································~··························:;·············································································· 
6 •...•........... ~~ ............................................ · .. ~ .................................•......................................... 
' .. 
7. ·---~---··················································~---············································································· 
. ............................................................................................................................................................................................................. ;. ................................ . 
8. ·······································································································································-··· 
......................................................................................................... ~.-----··············· .. -··--·······---·····--·--·------------.... --.-·-···' 
9 •....... ? ............... ~---·················································-~---·························································· 
.................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
10. . ... ···········-~---·······~·····"··· ......... ·············-~---·······-·········;····-············-~---··--·~----······················ 
..................... -................................................................................................................................................................................................. .. 
RT II. PUNCTUATION AND· CAPITALIZATION, 25 POINTS 
READ THIS: Write the necessary capital letters and pu:qctuation marks in 
sentences, but make no change in wording. 
I wouldnt put all those pins needles buttons, and hooks in ·one 
box. 
··· ·Did they arrive in Minneapolis Minnesota, on December 17 1927 
Harrys father liked to sing my old kentucky home. 
··· Mrs Andrews counted the womens votes. 
I have read Sewells story called black beauty. 
... Mr higgins ·spoke. in soft clear tones. 
The american indignantly shouted leave that flag alone! 
·-· I m going. to visit some old spanish castles. 
Thomas quickly s~id let me go too. 
··· Do you like these german toys 
PART III. SENT'ENCE RECOGNITION, 15 POINTS 
READ .THIS: Some of these sentences are run together; others are incomplete. 
··· the words following a number ought to be written as one sentence, put 1 in the 
~theses. If the words ought to be written as two sentences, write 2. If they 
t to be written as three sentences, write 3. If all the words following. a number 
·--· o make a complete sentence, write 0. THEN SEP ARA.TE THOSE SENTENCES 
CH SHOULD BE DIVIDED, BY A PERIOD AND A CAPITAL LETTER. JOIN 
SE SENTENCES WHICH SHOULD BE WRITTEN TOGETHER. MAKE NO· 
NGE IN WORDING. 
·-·- ( ) Taking ·a short-cut through the fields, Ralph reached the 
station in time the train had just pulled in. 
·-·- ( ) ·Mary appeared greatly excited she carrfed many queer-
looking pundles these she placed on the table. ' 
. ( ) Anxiously they started to search for Tim they :found him 
··--·~asleep under a tree, but unharmed. 
I( ) Sending a message early in the morning to his employer. 
··--1( ) The children shouted with joy their gifts were just what 
!they wanted. . · · · 
: .. ) ( ) 'Gaily waved the flags sweetly sounded the strains of music J ~er~i:::~;~:_0o:eel::~:;:~ ~::0~Iowly turned back~ 
'~-
PART IV. GRAMMAR, 35 POIN~S 
Section''l. Commonly Confused Forms (24 Points). Fill the blanks wit 
correct expr.ession of the two which app~ar in parentheses. 
-L You. (was, were)------------·····--·--·······-,.told to sweep the floor. 
2. I am taller than Bobby; (ain't I, am I not)·-····-···-·········-··-···--···? 
3. When he (came, come) ······'.··-~-------: ....... '. .... .in, he didn't see (no one, any 
4. Grace had (run, ran) .......................... ; ..... to do the errand. 
5. They would (have, of) .. :, ............................ (given, gave) ............ ~-----~---·······-··t. 
the books if they had asked· for them. 
6. The teacher has (began, begun) ................•............... to praise Dick and (I, 
-----------~---·-·····--···--; .... 
7. The housekeeper had (went, "g'one.) ........................ :--·-··-·--··-·--···-·--····to see ·if t 1 
(was, were )---·-·--···-------·····---···--·-:clean towels for the guests. 
8. (Us, We). ______________ : ................ boys (done, did) .................. ~--------·····our job we 
9. Car.I has (broken, broke) ...... ---·····-··-····---~------the g~ass and cut (hisself, hims 
................................ badly. 
10. One of. the books (was, were).-----··-·····-·--··········----On the shelf. 
11. I'm not going to have (anyth}ng, nothi11g) ...................... :·················----to d  
(them, those )-----------·-···--:·-·-·······----boys. _ 
12. Bess has (wrote,· w.ritten) ~~-~----···························'··-······;to Eunice and (him, 
................................ often. 
13. My coat is here~ but I (saw, seen) ............ ~ ....................................... (yours, you 
···--···-··········'·····------.in the closet. 
·14, You (ought not, hadn't ought) ........................ to (set, sit) ....... ~ ................. : ... . 
that tiny chair. 
Section 2. Parts of Speech (1.1 Points). What part of speech is each un , 
lined word~ . -..... ...--
.1. · He called his mother loudly. 
- He .......... ,== ....... mother .................•............ :.loudly ............................... . 
2. Those frag~·ant flowers came from our garden. 
fragi'ant .................. .==.=came ................................ from .............................. . 
3. - Their spelling is good, but their grammar is. poor. 
spelling ........ ~-=-----.-good ........... ~---·····-····-------but ............................... . 
4. The baby screams- when he sees their large dog. 
screams ................................ the~ ........................ . 
- --.~--------
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Directions-Read Carefully!. 
otice the four statements below: 
D They were here. 
[8] We was going. 
D Where were you yesterday? 
D It was time to go. 
One of these four sentences-"We was going"-contains something which . 
not good English; the sentence should read "We were going." .A cross has 
en put before this sentence, to show that it is wrong. 
On the following pages there are some more groups of four sentences. 
d in each group one sentence, and only one, is incorrectr-contains some-
l 'ng which is not good English; You are to find the wrong sentence in each 
oup and to put a cross in the square before it, just as there is a cross before 
We was going" in the group above. If you are not certain which sentence 
incorrect, mark the one which seems to you least satisfactory; be sure to 
ark one, and only one, sentence in every group. Remember also to mark 
the square; do not put a cross half way between two sentences. :Any 
oubtful marks will be counted against you . 
.As soon as you are told to do so, open the blank and begin at once. . Be · 
nre you finish all three pages; do not stop at the bottom of the :first or 
... icond pages. Work rapidly. 
DO NOT OPEN THE BLANK UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD TO DO SO. 
AS SOON,AS THE WORD IS GIVEN BEGIN .AT ONCE! 
tYised by S. L. Pressey 
and L. C. Pressey 
Department of Psychology 
The ,Ohio State Uninraity 
470-4p 
1. / D Were they informed of his arrival 1 
D . Can you tell me why he doesn't mite 1 
D The girls is here now, Miss Johnson. 
D The melolL~ were sold yest~rday. 
2. D Was Mary and her grandmother there 1 
D Either. Martha or Betty is to blame. 
D The hat and coat are presents from my father. 
D The meeting was begun, and the report and new rule were read. 
3. D There was nothing said about the visitors. 
D In this valley there has been two floods this year. 
D When we arrived, there was a line at the ticket window. 
D Here come the S1Ilith twins. 
4. D Days so hot· that they try one's patience come in August. 
D The circus, which delighted the. children, has _gone now. 
0 Not all women who eat rich ~andy are fat. 
D Tenants who insist on keeping a dog has to move. 
5. O The hen, with all her chickens, ,was crossing· the ~oad. 
D The players, together with their coach, were on the train. 
D Mary and John are waiting for you. 
D All the boys, with the exception of John, is ill. · 
6. D The supply of sandwiches is rapidly decreasing. 
D Eggs fresh from the country are sold here. 
D That set of books have ,been moved since yesterday. 
D The owner of the vacant lots wants to build . a house. 
7. D All the children are at home with their parents .. 
D Each woman talked about their own troubles. 
D Everybody wanted his particular plan carried out. 
D Who wants to try his luck first? 
8. D No girl or woman here knows their neighbors well. 
D Neither Jimmy nor Buddy keeps himself clean ten minutes. 
O Either John or Henry will get his name on the list of players. 
D Both Mary and Lucy will take_ their flowers home. 
9. D If one has the will, he will find the way. 
D Many passengers were getting into their life-belts. 
O When anybody has plenty, he should share with otliers. 
D No one should complain so much that people dislike them. 
10. D When a baby becomes cross, the nurse puts him to bed. 
D If a boy cannot climb fences he shou~d not go with me. 
D When a new pupil comes to school they often are very shy. 
. D u· dogs become sick it is hard to cure them. 
Do not stop; GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE! 
11. D The poor man asked for some water. 
D The Mexicans were used. to hot weather: 
D We opened the door a;n.d walk in. 
D Anna seemed to be .happy yesterday. · 
12. D He was nearly drowned when he fell through the ice. 
D The boys drug the sleds up the . hill. 
D Sally climbed the cherry tree in· the yard. 
D The Indians usually attacked a village just before sunrise. 
, 13. D The path has always run through this field. 
D, He came to the pa:t'ty in a new suit. 
D Robert saw the first robin yesterday~ 
D I done· more work than you did. 
14. D ;Did you hear what I heared? 
D ]Ie went after you had gone. 
D Danny cried when his ballooi1 bu"rst. 
0 She has grown more this year than she grew last. 
15. D He was given a thrashing for breaking the window. 
D Were you born on Sunday? 
D Have you ever drank sulphur water 7 
D Ruth had never ridden a horse before. 
16. ·D The boys might have' come home earlier. 
D Could you of been. mistaken? ~ 
D That must have been a terrible accident. 
D If he did that he ought to· have been spanked . 
. 17. D The ·audience sat very still during the play. 
D The sun will have set by six o'clock. 
D Set the alarm for half past five. 
[J During the storm Mary set and shivered. 
18. D He lay in bed reading a magazine. 
D The dog lied down in the middle of the rug. 
D Please lay your flashlight where you can reach it easily. 
D Has that hen ever laid an egg? 
19. D The boat leaves tomorrow morning. 
D Has the cook left? 
D Let the boy have another chance. 
D Can't you leave the child play while? 
20. D Do you think I can run as fast as Jack? 
D May we lift that rock if we. can? 
D Can I have another piece of cake? 
D I might do what you ask if I thought I could succeed. 
Do not stop; GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE I 
·21. D That is their new secretary. 
D We are going their for lunch. 
D They 're very sure they have never been there. 
D Th,ere 's their train at the station now. 
, 22. D He expects to bring the package to· the store. 
D Did he sell that, bicycle to you? 
D James ordered too three-minute eggs. 
D I think he wants to~ much . 
. 23. D An eager student is a great inspiration to his teacher. 
D The circus manager has bought an elephant and a tiger. 
D Henry has been gone more than an hour. 
D It is-'a long time before a ex~ress train is due. 
24. D That dinner looks good. 
D He does not write so well as he did. 
D She works well and gets along g<?od with the manager. 
D It's good to see yo~ so well again. 
26. D Your proposal sounds very interesting. 
D The bell rang furiously for ten minutes. 
D That lion acts dangerous. 
D He looks intelligent, but he doesn't talk sensibl.e. 
26. D She dances unusually gracefully. 
D Will he limp very noticeable? , 
D Those Japanese lanterns look decidedly attractive. · 
D The old fellow can't move as rapidly as he did .. 
27. D The employer could not decide who to choose. 
D Whom did he injure, in the accident? 
D Who did you tell me is running for mayor 1 
O I have told you who your best friend is. 
28. D. Have Ruth and her seen this room? 
D The policeman ordered either them or us to leave. 
D We gave his mother and him the best seats. 
O . The baby threw kisses to her and me. 
29~ O We Republicans must hold together. 
D He ·caught us when we children were climbing the fence. 
D They are sending us teachers sample copies of the book. 
O The lawyer asked if us two would enter a complaint. 
30. D My brother is much heavier than I. 
D His father is as musical as -he. 
D Except for David and she, I have seen no one. 
D For years there has been a feud between them and us. 
GO BACK OVER YOUR WORK TO BE CERTAIN THAT 
YOU HA VE MADE NO MISTAKES. 
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Directions-Read Carefully! 
otice the four statem,ents below: 
D He finished school last June. Since that time he has done nothing. 
D We spent the afternoon in the park; it is very pleasant there. 
[8] John had a position in a store. Which he left. 
D He found a dollar bill which some one had. dropped in the aisle. 
One of the four-" John :bad a position in a store. Which he left".;_in-
ludes something which is not a good sentence. A cross has been put before 
is line, to show that it is wrong. 
On the following pages there are other groups, each of four statements. 
nd in each group one statement1'is not well expressed-has in it something 
hich is not a good sentence. You are to find the wrong line in each group 
ind to put a cross in the square before it, just as there is a cross before "John 
ad a position in a store. Which he left'' in the group above. If you are not 
ertain which line has the poor· sentence, mark the one which seems to you 
east satisfactory; be sure to mark one, and· only one, statement in every 
roup. Remember also to mark in the square; do not put any cross half way 
etween two lines. ·Any doubtful marks will. be counted against you . 
.Aa soon as you are told to do so, turn to the next page and begin ,at once. 
~e sure you finish all three pages; do not stop at the bottom of the first or 
econd page. Work rapidly. 
DO NOT OPEN THE BLANK UNTTL you .A RE TOLD TO DO so. 
, AS SOON AS THE WORD IS GIVEN BEGIN AT ONCE l 
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1. D He has three brothers, John, James, and Arthur. 
D They own two pieces of property. .A farm and a city :flat. 
D He plays two instruments, piano and violin. 
0 He spent his evenings reading or listening to the radio. 
2. o· She was much pleased when. the prize was given to her. 
D At last the ,train arrived~ We climbed wearily aboard. 
0 His home was. small. · But very attractive. 
0 lot, was a long walk, almost eight miles. 
3. O Some people like olives, while· others will not touch them. 
D When they did come, they. did not stay long. 
o' While in the water they spent much time splashing each other. 
, 0 After he had gone, with the stolen car and the money. 
4. D The house where he was born, which has since been torn down. 
D His latest play was certainly a great success. 
D Tim, who just ran past, was almost drowned last summer. 
D He was a fine musician; his skill brought crowds to hear him. 
5. D I sent a telegram asking him to come immediately, but he was out of 
town and the message never reached him. 
D This is the road. to the lake. It was here that the fatal accident 
· 'occurred last week. · 
O Smith is a man who was once very wealthy; recently he became ac-
. . quainted with a promoter, invested his money in oil stock, and 
lost every cent he had. 
D In playing 'the .last round of golf, I lost the ball, and it was the last 
ball I had, but I bo~rowed one andfinished, but I played badly . 
. 6. O The whistle blew and the men went to work. 
D In a car on its side in a ditch was found the stolen clothing. 
D She s:ings weij. and .last ·night she sang· at a convention. 
O The dog barked and ran out into the yard. 
7. D Howa~d is very fond of tennis, he pla.ys every pleasant afternoon. . 
O She ~tumbled over a briclt which some one had left in the path. 
D The ship sailed at noon. We were all out to see it leave. 
D · Not a breath of wind was stirring; the hea.t was almost unbearable. 
8. O The water was so . clear th.sit we could etYily see the bottom. 
D There wa~ & ~vere storm wt night, so we oouldn 't oome home, and 
10 we 1ta.yed at the farm. 
O .As the game ~onld not be played beoaus& of the t&in, we went home. 
O Re :ta.iled in &11 hil work &nd consequently le.ft 1ehool. 
Do not ~; 00 ON TO mmB .NE.Xm P.Ml'Bll 
9. D 1He is fond of setting fires,. although he has often been burned. 
O H<dikes to ride on trains, and says he is going to be an engineer. 
D This newsboy delivers. them to all the people in the neighborhood. 
D .The man :from Austin's Garage will fix your car. 
10. D He practiced every day, and as a result became very skillful. 
D He dropped an egg and broke it. 
D He spilled the water, which splashed all over the floor. 
0 He· had lost the· key, which caused ·his trouble in opening the trunk. 
11. D There stands Smith's new car, of which he is very proud. 
D This is Mary's hat, who came to visit us last week. 
D My :father's watch was stolen. He· bought it abroad in 1885. 
D That club belongs to Fred, who is an excellent golf player. • 
12. D Wh'en Charles saw him he returned the mo:ri.ey he had borrowed. 
D Smith declared that, while he was away, his accounts had been falsi~ 
fled by his clerk. · 
D When Aunt Ruth came in, she saw Dorothy in the pantry. 
D Tom told what had happened, but the thief called him a liar. 
13. D While looking for ·the lost knife, we found a diamond stick pin. 
D When he called the cat, the dog also came. 
D Having given the pass word, he entered without any trouble. 
D Having upset the paint, the picture was ruined~ 
14. D Having bought the table, she gave the clerk her address. 
D Having eaten our dinner, the waiter brought us the bill. 
0 Having repaired our car, the man drove it around ~he blOck .. 
D .After Rover had buried the bone, the butcher gave him some meat.. 
15. D He is happy because his home tea.~ won the game. 
D They beca:me lost as a result of the storm. 
D He is slow, ca.used by his lameness. 
D The accid-ent was du~e to the ·'.tug. 
16. D While still in her 'teens s.b.e wrote b@a.utiful poetry. 
D· While in the ,house the horse.ran a.way. 
D When he was but a child his mother le.ft him. 
D While we were gathering up the leaves, the :fire .started. 
• I j 
Do :no1: stop; GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGB I 
17. O His car, breaking through the fence, started down the bank: . 
. D The book was finely illustrated and was expected to be very popular. 
D The horse, harnessed to a light carriage, ran swiftly down the street. 
D His singing was much enjoyed by the old people, accompanied on 
a. piano. 
lR D They watched the robin building the nest in that tree. 
D Sitting at this window, she can see all the neighbors. 
D A boy on a bicycle hurried down the street after the organ-grinder. 
D In the kitchen was a woman frying potatoes in a calico dress. 
19. 'o The boys watched the puppy playing in the yard, which was a collie. 
D They threw to the old man the ball with which they were playing. 
D 1 put ~n the ice box the fish which you sent. 
D They all stopped and smiled as the little rabbit hopped by. 
20. D He invited both Fred and Dick to go with him. 
· D They are looking for either a dog or a cat, as a pet. · 
O They will neither take the box nor the table. 
D She took not only the geranium, but also the vase of roses. · 
. ' 
21. D Last night I met up with my old friend John. 
D Do you know 'Yho took my book off the desk 7 
D I know where he is . 
. D She told me where Edith had gone, but I have forgotten. 
22. D I know nothing about the loss of the overcoat. 
D Then the teacher she kept me .after school. 
O As he walked along he dropped seed in the furrow. 
D .The woman who fell was not badly injured. 
I 
23. D I am sure I can go tomorrow. 
D They were working very hard and were in a hurry to finish. 
O Here is the fence which is being repaired. 
D Th_ere is· the man was drunk last night. 
24.. D. He swam through the waves as easily· as through still water. 
O On one hill we had to get out and walk. 
D I think the music of a vi~lin sweeter than any other instrument. 
D He was a player about ~whose skill they knew little. 
GO BACK OVER YOUR WOJ{K TO BR CERTAIN YOU HA VE 
MADE NO MISTAKES. 
